West’s Largest Coal Plant May Close, Latest of Many.
by Bobby Magill
Jan. 27, 2017 – The largest coal-fired power plant in the West — one of the biggest climate polluters in the nation — could close later this year.  It would be a major symbolic blow to the future of coal as the backbone of America’s electric power grid.
The owners of Arizona’s Navajo Generating Station, northeast of the Grand Canyon, announced in early January that low natural gas prices and the rising costs of generating electricity using coal make it too expensive to operate the plant.  A decision on the plant’s fate is expected this spring.
Coal-fired power plants, once the workhorse of the nation’s electricity grid, are the biggest individual climate polluters in the country.  They’re falling victim to coal’s biggest competitor — plentiful, cheap natural gas flooding the country because of fracking.
It’s a trend all across the nation, even as President Trump tries to begin to make good on his campaign promise to revitalize America’s declining coal fields, while dismissing the threat they pose to the climate.
The Navajo plant may soon be the West’s largest victim of the move toward natural gas.  It is America’s 7th-largest single source of the CO2 emissions driving climate change.  Its closure would relieve Arizona of a source of pollution long targeted by federal regulators, for contributing to regional haze and poor air quality over the Grand Canyon.
The 6 other largest carbon polluters are coal-fired power plants scattered around the country, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
“The owners’ decision to consider its future is based on the changing economics of energy — primarily the low cost of natural gas and other resources,” said Scott Harelson, spokesman for the Salt River Project, Arizona’s primary electric power company and one of the plant’s owners.  “Coal plants across the West face a variety of issues that their respective owners must face with respect to their ongoing operations, that could lead to additional closings.”
Compared to coal, natural gas pollutes the atmosphere with about half as much CO2 when it is used to generate electricity.  Beginning in the middle of the last decade, the fracking boom flooded the U.S. with cheap natural gas, driving prices down to 18-year lows in 2016.
Federal mercury pollution regulations are also a factor in coal plant closures, because energy companies were required to install special “scrubbers” on their coal-fired power plants, costing 100s of millions of dollars each.
“Nobody in this country is building new coal plants, because they’re too expensive,” said Jeremy Richardson, an energy analyst at the Union of Concerned Scientists.  “As you look into the future, it’s cheaper to either shift to an existing natural gas plant, where the capacity is available, or even in some cases switch to renewable energy.”
These changing energy economics have felled a flurry of coal-fired power plants across the U.S. since the fracking boom took hold more than a decade ago.  Major electric utilities across the country operated 353 coal-fired power plants of various sizes in 2005, according to the U.S. Department of Energy.  Over the next decade, 97 of those shut down.
At the same time, electricity generated using coal declined by 32% nationwide, while power generation from natural gas skyrocketed 159%.  Natural gas now generates about 35% of America’s electric power, coal 30%, with wind and solar trailing far behind at about 6.5% jointly.  In 2016, natural gas surpassed coal as the primary source of electricity for the first time in U.S. history.
Renewables, such as wind and solar, have been exploding in growth over the past decade, too, but they’re still just a small player.  In 2015, about 5.3% of electricity in the U.S. came from wind and solar.
The changing economics of electricity and the rise of natural gas are occurring regardless of any climate policy, such as the Obama administration’s Clean Power Plan, which was meant cut down on the carbon pollution from most coal-fired power plants.  Trump, who has promoted both fracking and coal, has scoffed at the idea of greenhouse gas controls, because he and many of his cabinet nominees deny the existence of climate change and have vowed to kill the plan.
The nation’s largest electric power companies are responding differently to these changing economics.
We Energy, an electric power company in Wisconsin, announced in January that it will be shutting down one of its largest coal-fired power plants for 6 months each year, during the spring and fall when demand for electricity and natural gas prices are both low.
“Low natural gas prices allow natural gas plants to generate power at lower costs than most coal plants during those months,” said We Energy spokesman Brian Manthey.  “Lower natural gas prices and environmental regulations have led to the addition of more natural gas-fueled power generation throughout the country.  In fact, we recently converted our downtown Milwaukee Valley Power Plant from coal to natural gas.”
The Tennessee Valley Authority, which is one of the largest electric power providers in the South, has closed  3 coal-fired power plants since 2011, mainly because of Environmental Protection Agency air pollution regulations, not cheap natural gas.  2 more and part of another are expected to shut down through 2018, leaving TVA with 6.
“Few of these closures are related to coal and gas prices,” TVA spokesman Scott Brooks said.  “It all relates back to an agreement we reached with EPA in 2011 to evaluate all our coal units that weren’t fitted with environmental controls.  Gas prices are attractive, but our strategy is toward a diverse portfolio, so that we don’t rely on one generation source too heavily.”
Duke Energy, the nation’s largest electric utility, shut down 12 coal-fired power plants over the past 5 years; another in Asheville, N.C. is scheduled to close in 2020.  Duke spent more than $9 billion to modernize 40 others across the South and Midwest, to help them comply with environmental regulations, spokesman Jeff Brooks said.
State-level climate policies are having an effect, too, and are likely to be factors in any decision to shutter the Navajo plant, said Colleen Regan, head of North America power and environmental markets for Bloomberg New Energy Finance.
For example, California’s cap-and-trade program prompted Los Angeles’ city electric utility to sell its stake in the Navajo plant, Regan said.  The program — the nation’s 1st — caps the amount of climate pollution the state can release and issues pollution permits called allowances to utilities and companies.  Allowances are auctioned and traded among polluters.
A Nevada electric company’s plan to cut its carbon pollution also led it to cut ties to Navajo by 2019, Regan said.
“These climate-motivated deals have put an increasingly large onus on Salt River Project,” she said.  She added that these factors and cheap natural gas are helping to put coal-fired power plants such as Navajo out of business.
“This story is playing out across most of the country,” Regan said.
Though the federal government and independent analysts are projecting a small boost in the use of coal for electricity over the next several years, the long-term outlook for coal is dim.
“In the near term, there is a chance coal may rebound as gas finds new markets, pushing gas prices up slightly,” Regan said.  “But even looking out to 2020, 2025, I don’t see much of a comeback, irrespective of the Clean Power Plan.”
That’s true even if Trump administration policy heavily supports both fracking and coal, because when it comes to generating electricity, natural gas and coal compete with each other.
“Anything that boosts domestic natural gas production will directly, negatively impact coal-fired power plants, by reducing their margins as gas prices depress wholesale power prices,” Regan said.
One of Trump’s biggest campaign promises to voters in coal-producing Appalachian states such as West Virginia, Pennsylvania and Kentucky was that he’d “bring back coal,” by killing off the Clean Power Plan and other regulations seen as detrimental to the coal industry.  But those same states also depend heavily on natural gas production.  
“It's going to be difficult for Trump to be both pro-natural gas and pro-coal at the same time, unless he intends to directly subsidize coal plants or find other markets for U.S. coal,” Regan said.
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